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TWO QUESTIONS, 1 & 1/2 ANSWERS 

Two questions, at least, are on 
investors’ mind at the moment. Is 

the synchronised global upturn morph-
ing into a synchronised slowdown? Will 
the dollar rally be sustained, and if so, 
will it spark further stress in emerging 
markets and in the global economy?   

You would be hard-pressed to argue 
that the global economy is slowing  
dramatically, at least based on the most 
recent headline data. My estimates sug-
gest that global GDP growth was un-
changed at 2.9% year-over-year in Q1, 
thanks mainly to a slight 0.3 percent-
age point rise in U.S. growth to 2.9%. 
That said, this number includes the 
6.8% headline in China, which no one 

believes, and we still don’t know what 
happened in Japan. Finally, this number 
masks the fact that momentum in  
Europe slowed across the board. Growth 
in the euro area is still solid, but it 
slowed sharply in Q1. And the first 
indications for Q2 do not promise much 
in the way of a rebound. After growth 
of nearly 3% last year, all evidence so 
far points to somewhat slower growth of 
2% in 2018. The picture is even grim-
mer in the U.K. where growth slid to a 
five-year low of 1.2% in Q1.  

Looking beyond the GDP num-
bers, leading indicators are dis-
couraging, but not yet in panic 
territory. My diffusion index of global 
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 Alpha Sources, global LEI diffusion, advanced one month (Left) 
 OECD industrial production, y/y% (Right) 

* GDP weighted index of the U.S., the EZ, 
Japan and the U.K. Latest value is available 
data for March, and otherwise February. 
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 Global* real M1, y/y% three-month average, 2nd derivative, six months adv (Left) 
 MSCI World, y/y%, 2nd derivative 

* U.S., China, EZ and the U.K.; latest monthly data. 

Forecast assumes year-over-year returns decline to 1 by 
September 2018. It would imply a 3.1% downside from 
current levels, to a end-Jan price on the MSCI world of $2020. 

leading indicators points to solid head-
line growth in OECD industrial produc-
tion of 4-to-5% year-over-year, but it 
no longer rising. This is important. It 
suggests that the acceleration in global 
manufacturing off the cyclical low in 
the beginning of 2016 is now coming 
off the boil. This chimes with the U.S. 
ISM and European manufacturing PMI 
indices, which have all weakened at the 
start of the year. All evidence suggest 
that industrial production will slow in 
due course, although there is nothing to 
indicate a collapse. 

Longer-leading indicators are more 
ominous. Global real money sup-
ply has slowed sharply in the past six 
months. In the euro area, for example, 
the March money supply report was a 
stinker, but the trend in China is equally 
alarming. Simon Ward arguably is an 
even bigger money supply geek than 
me, and he sees the same signs. The 
lead between money supply growth and 
headline activity is about six months, 
indicating that economic momentum 
should dwindle further in the next two-
to-three quarters. 

Economists will plead with portfolio 
managers that overall growth is still sol-
id, but it probably won’t make a differ-
ence. Markets trade on the thin margin 
of the numbers, and they will respond 
if the data roll over further. The second 
chart below shows that momentum in 
global equities already has turned down, 
consistent with falling growth in real 
narrow money. 

Markets already have reacted. In the 
U.K., a swathe of poor data has made 
minced meat of expectations that the 
BOE will increase interest rates later this 
month. Across the Channel in the euro 
area, markets also have been forced to 
contemplate the idea that the ECB won’t 
be able to to abandon QE this year, let 
alone begin raising rates next year. I 
think this is premature, but we shouldn’t 
be surprised by the repricing. At the last 
ECB meeting, Mr. Draghi put markets 
on notice when he said that the central 
bank would look extra-closely at the Q2 
data to inform its decision on QE.  

The shift in expectations for BOE and 
ECB policy allows for a seamless transi-
tion to a discussion about the dollar. 

fig. 01 / Is cyclical momentum peaking?  — fig. 02 / Tightening monetary conditions 
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* I know the two axes are different, but they trend since 2015 is not too dis-similar. 
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This is because the change of heart 
by markets, concerning BOE and ECB 
policy, at least in part, has contributed 
to the decline in Cable and EURUSD. 

A few weeks ago, I suggested that 
investors keep a close eye on the tight 
range in the dollar. The first chart below 
shows that the DXY has broken to the 
upside, but it is still too soon to say 
whether it is a sustained move. The 
interesting bit is the shift in narrative. 
The weak dollar story—the prospect of a 
ballooning twin deficit—hasn’t changed, 
but perhaps a weak EUR and GBP story 
is now taking over? 

Another theme in the wake of recent 
dollar strength is the risk of EM stress. 
In particular, the desperate situation in 
Argentina and the brewing crisis in Tur-
key have got a lot of attention. The will 
both undoubtedly be hotly debated on 
Twitter and elsewhere this week. 

For international macro geeks such 
as yours truly they are first and fore-
most interesting real-time test-cases for 
balance-of-payment stress. The head-
line dynamics are relatively simple. A 
big current account deficit, and a lack 

of faith from global capital markets, 
mean the central bank loses control 
over short-term interest rates. Burning 
reserves is an option, but it isn’t sus-
tainable. Eventually, the CB raises rates 
to defend the currency, and to quell the 
inevitable surge of inflation. Or global 
markets do it for it via a sharp increase 
in short-term funding costs to cover the 
deficit. The end-result is usually an 
inverted yield curve, which is now 
the case in Argentina and Turkey. 
The Argentine case is most extreme; 
the central bank recently raised its 
policy rate to an eye-watering 40%. 

From a textbook perspective, this 
is the right medicine. Eventually, the 
economy slows, inflation falls, and the 
current account improves. India and 
Brazil are two recent examples of this, 
but each case is different. 

One problem with the academic lit-
erature is that it tends to analyse BOP/
FX crises in discrete terms, invoking 
ideas such as “sudden stops” and “jump 
conditions.” The reality, though, usually 
is that BOP crises tend to sneak up on 
countries, especially given that they are 

fig. 03 / A statement of intent? — fig. 04 / The topic du jour*
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* Source: Twitter and Morgan Stanley.  
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often linked to markets’ interpretation 
of the domestic politics. This, in turn, 
means that periods of panic and calm 
often interchange rapidly.

In Argentina, the currency is now 
expensive to short, which is part of the 
reason that the central bank is raising 
rates in the first place; to deter a specu-
lative attack. As JP Morgan argues, 
however, it’s real money now that mat-
ters. Turkey is a more interesting case. 
Outflows are accelerating, but no rate 
hikes from the central bank, yet. 

EM geeks on Twitter are unimpressed 
with my suggestion that an emergency 
rate hike in Turkey is looming. That may 
well be, but with Erdogan now vowing 
to lower rates and inflation, the wheels 
are coming off. I don’t know whether 
the central bank will raise rates, but the 
risk is that markets push up funding 
costs further, regardless of what do-
mestic policymakers do. One thing is for 
certain, the cost of importing necessi-
ties already are skyrocketing, which will 
further tighten the screws.

Financial market stress in one or more 
emerging markets inevitably leads some 

commentators to invoke the idea of 
canaries in the coal mine and contagion. 
Russell Napier, for example, recently 
argued that the debt crisis in Turkey has 
the potential to spark a global crisis. 
I am no EM expert, but I find this 
story unconvincing. Firstly, it is gross-
ly unfair to tar all emerging markets 
with the same brush as Turkey and Ar-
gentina. Many EMs are now recovering 
from deep recessions, and have much 
sounder external balances. Secondly, 
many emerging markets are benefitting 
from higher oil prices, taking the sting 
out of a higher dollar. Third and finally, 
an escalation of the situation, especially 
in Turkey, could be just what skittish 
global central bankers need to further 
postpone raising rates, not to speak of 
adding stimulus.   

A CHINESE EXTERNAL DEFICIT?
If you want to don the tinfoil hat, I 

suggest that you look to China, which 
posted its first current account deficit, 
ever, in the first quarter. The good news 
first; these data are non-seasonally 
adjusted and could be revised. In ad-

fig. 05 / EM wobbles and worries are back* — fig. 06 / The end of an era in the Chinese economy?
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dition, my hunch tells me that they’re 
partly engineered to ease the pressure 
on China in its trade negotiations with 
the U.S. The bad news is that that the 
Q1 data extend a trend pointing to a 
sustained deterioration in the external 
surplus, especially since 2015. 

My colleauge Freya Beamish already 
has covered this extensively. My own 
view is simple: A sustained Chinese 
current account deficit would be 
the biggest game-changer in the 
global economy since the end of 
Bretton Woods. It would mean that 
investors need to abandon the idea of 
a command-and-control economy. The 
bullish story is that this is a natural re-
sult of China’s rise in the global econ-
omy, and the CNY’s role as a reserve 
currency alongside the US dollar.

The problem is, however, that ask-
ing the rest of the world to finance a 
Chinese deficit also will expose just how 
misallocated capital is in the great Asian 
economy. I am not sure that investors 
will like what they see. Adding insult to 
injury, this is not happening as a con-
sequence of rebalancing with the U.S. 

Indeed, the U.S. current account deficit 
probably will increase in the next 12-to-
18 months, leaving savings in Europe 
and Japan to do the heavy lifting. This 
is doable, for a while, but it would also 
further increase global imbalances, and 
we know what that means. 

Anyway, no one ever changed their 
worldview based on the ramblings of a 
random blogger. So, if you don’t buy the 
story above, at least do yourself a fa-
vour and keep a close eye on USDCNY. 
If markets are unhappy with a Chinese 
external deficit, it will go to the moon to 
make sure it doesn’t happen. 

1 1/2 ANSWERS
To sum up: Firstly, yes I do think that 

the synchronised global upturn is over, 
at least for now. Growth is no longer ac-
celerating and probably will slow slightly 
this year. Blame Europe and China. Sec-
ondly, I am awful at predicting curren-
cies, but my spider sense tells me the 
dollar rally has a bit of legs. As I argued 
here, however, I don’t think that neces-
sarily is a huge calamity for the global 
economy and its asset markets. 

fig. 07 / A gamechanger for the global economy… — fig. 08 / …and for CNY too
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